
In recent months, a number of articles and television reports1 have 

addressed several situations involving an individual identified as a guru. 

These reports paint a picture of individuals recognized for their healing 

powers and their ability to cure  conditions such as autism or chronic 

health problems such as diabetes, Alzheimer's or diseases such as 

cancer2. Other reports speak of the influence of certain individuals over 

others because of their wisdom or what’s more, their ability to 

communicate with the Divine3. In these reports, the word guru is 

synonymous with manipulator, fraudster, or opportunist who uses the 

credulity of some for his own personal gain. Invariably the believer, or the 

client, is described as a victim, a gullible person, a weak person. 
 

The relationship between a guru, perceived as all-powerful, and a 

follower whose belief in the guru’s power can even lead to death, was 

raised by two members of the Quebec National Assembly during the 

turmoil surrounding the death of Chantal Lavigne, as well as reports 

concerning some followers of Marcel Pontbriand.  Sylvie Roy of the 

Coalition Avenir Quebec (CAQ) stressed that Quebec needs a law that 

would protect individuals who are under the influence of cultic groups4, 

specifying the intention of her party to propose a bill to that effect. On 

the other hand, Lawrence Bergman of the Quebec Liberal Party, and 

official opposition spokesperson for professional legislation, demanded 

that the government act to protect individuals who are under the 

influence of charlatans5.              …continued on page 2 
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Education 
The 2013 Annual International ICSA Conference – Trieste, Italy 

This year’s ICSA (International Cultic Studies Association) conference organized 

in collaboration with Info-Cult and Italian organizations will be held in Trieste, 

Italy, July 4 – 6, 2013.  

 In addition to numerous sessions, two topic tracks are planned. One track 

will examine various aspects of the question Are there cultic aberrations in 

the Catholic Church? Contributors will include priests and other clergy, 

researchers, mental health professionals, and other individuals discussing 

specific examples of cultic aberrations. 

 A second track will examine the subject of Human Rights, the Law, and 

New Religious Movements: Finding a Balance. This track will examine 

relevant human-rights documents, free-speech issues, how NRMs’ religious 

freedom has been abused, how NRMs have abused the human rights of 

members and nonmembers, and how press reports and popular prejudices 

can harm current and former NRM members and their families. 
 

Information on speakers, abstracts, pre-conference workshops, registration and more 

can be found here: http://infosect.freeshell.org/infocult/Earlyregistration-October2012.pdf 
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Downtown Square in Trieste, Italy 

Near location of the 2013 

ICSA International Conference. 

________________________ 

Twenty years later, 

questions concerning the 

influence of gurus and 

charlatans, as well as the 

tendency of men and 

women to follow them, are 

still relevant. 

__________________________ 

 

The interest of political parties or of the Quebec government is not new. 

As far back as 1993, the Quebec government set up a commission to 

examine the issue of alternative therapies and of individuals who offer or 

seek out these services. At the time, a poll conducted by this commission 

found that more than 65% of Quebecers were worried about the 

presence of charlatans in the area of alternative therapies6. Twenty years 

later, questions concerning the influence of gurus and charlatans, as well 

as the tendency of men and women to follow them, are still relevant.   

The term guru has several distinct meanings. For some, the notion of a guru 

is synonymous with manipulator, spiritual aggressor, condescending7, while 

for others, a guru is synonymous with spiritual master or guide8. In fact, this 

notion tells us little about the relationship and power between a person 

described as a leader and another described as a follower. How then can 

we understand the guru / follower relationship? Why are some adults 

willing to follow the path set out by another person known as a guru, a 

leader, a healer, teacher, or prophet? Current research defines three types 

of leader / follower relationships that can help us to better understand the 

motivations or circumstances of this relationship. 
 

1. For some9, the leader / follower relationship is a healthy relationship, 

one that fulfills a need, provides hope and eases tensions. This 

relationship between a person seen as a leader and another seen as a 

follower is called a transactional relationship, that is, the relationship 

continues as long the leader is able to deliver the reward promised to 

the follower. The relationship is thus dependent on the leader's ability 

to fill certain deprivations felt by the devotee,  including10: 

• Material deprivation (employment, food); 

• Social (belonging to a group, friends, activities); 

• Morals (way of living, philosophy, standards); 

•Psychological (easing of anxieties, the meaning of life, intense 

  sensations). 

Thus, the relationship between the leader and the follower is seen as a 

positive one, as long as it benefits the follower11. Therefore, in order for 

the relationship to continue, the leader must satisfy the needs of the 

follower.     ...Continued on page 3 
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2. For others, the relationship between a leader and a follower is a 

coercive relationship between a persecutor and a victim.  
 

From this perspective, the individual enters into a relationship with a 

leader, and the bond with him and the group is maintained through 

the use of control techniques12, seduction13, and indoctrination14. The 

choice of the follower to stay in the group can be described as a 

forced choice. Thus, despite doubts and questions, a person will 

maintain the bond with the group due to the presence of a 

charismatic leader who seduces the devotee into maintaining the 

relationship. The connection is also maintained because the member 

has accepted that the philosophy and teachings of the group is the 

only truth, the only one that will help achieve the objective(s) pursued 

by the leader and the follower (access to paradise, achieving 

perfection, healing…).  
 

Within this frame of reference, the group is often viewed as good and 

the outside world as bad. It is therefore difficult for a member to leave 

a group perceived as good to join the outside world, perceived as 

bad. In addition, the leader or the group may implement an internal 

control system (feeling of guilt if the member is critical of the group), 

monitoring of individual members by other group members (use of 

cameras) and manipulation (isolation, sleep and food deprivation). All 

this serves to minimize opportunities for the follower to criticize, and 

ultimately to leave the group15. 

 

3. Finally, for other authors, the relationship between the leader and the 

follower is a reciprocal one16.  
 

Thus, both need each other in order to survive. The follower feels the 

need to associate with someone whom he sees as great and 

important in order to continue his or her search for an ideal. The 

follower submits to the influence of a leader because he idealizes him, 

and in the leader’s presence feels like someone important and 

different from the masses. The intensity of this relationship will cause 

some members to lose their capacity to discern and judge for 

themselves.  
 

They will become entirely dependent on the leader. The leader feels a 

constant need to be reassured about his greatness and must maintain 

the fervor of his members. The follower also becomes increasingly 

dependent on the narcissistic gratification that idealization of the 

leader provides. To preserve this special relationship, the follower may 

feel forced to meet all the demands of the leader. It is the 

intensification of dynamics of this relationship that results in extreme 

and dangerous behaviours (crime, physical threats and abuse)17. 

 

Whether the leader is described as a guru, a charlatan or a healer does 

not say much about the relationship between these two people. 
 

...Continued on page 4 
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________________________ 

 

Research tells us that 

some believe it is the 

follower who has the 

power (beneficial 

relationship), others that 

it is the leader who has 

the power (coercive 

relationship), and still 

others believe the 

relationship to be 

interdependent 

(reciprocal relationship). 

__________________________ 
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Info-Cult is a registered charitable organization and is recognized for its role in 

responding to a real need in our society. We are able to carry out our activities 

thanks in large part to the support of people like you who believe we provide a 

vital community service. Donations to Info-Cult are greatly appreciated. 
  

You can donate by mail to  

Info-Cult at 5655 Park Ave., Suite 208, Montreal, QC, Canada H2V 4H2. 
  

Or online at:  
 

 

 
http://www.canadahelps.org/CharityProfilePage.aspx?CharityID=s37870&Language=en 

 

    Or by: 
 

PayPal  
Go to www.infocult.org and click on Support Us 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Info-Cult E-mail Information Lists (English and French) 

Info-Cult’s free email service offers subscribers: articles on cults, new religious 

movements and related subjects, announcements of upcoming conferences, 

television programs and updates about Info-Cult. For more information about 

this service: http://infosect.freeshell.org/infocult/Options_EN.html 
 

. 

 

Donate to Info-Cult 

 
 

Part of Info-Cult’s library 

 

 

 

Research tells us, however, that some believe it is the follower who has 

the power (beneficial relationship), others that it is the leader who has the 

power (coercive relationship), and still others believe the relationship to 

be interdependent (reciprocal relationship). How then can future 

devotees protect themselves from exploitative situations (financial, 

physical, psychological) before getting involved in alternative treatments, 

or in a group that requires an intensive commitment? It is preferable in 

any situation to first become knowledgeable about the person or group 

to whom one is committing. Therefore, it is advisable to seek information 

on the service we want to use, or the group we want to join, from a 

variety of sources (newspapers, websites, information services, members, 

former members, patients/clients, former patients/clients).   

 
Here are some questions to ask:   

 

 Who holds the power in the group? 

 Who is the leader / the group’s founder?  

 What kind of training does the leader have? 

 What is the leader's personal history? 

 How are decisions made regarding the lives of each 

member? 

 How is power distributed within the group? 

 Do members, in addition to the leader, hold any form 

of power?  

 What is the price of joining the group (financial, 

relational, and familial)18? 
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